
3 Gallon Reusable Sharps Container

REUSABLE
CONTAINERS

MW CONTAINERS

Our MW sharps is available in a three gallon reusable container that is twice as thick as a 

disposable container and has a slide on mechanism for lids.  this container will hold 2.75 

gallons of medical waste/sharps.  It fits both the Canteen Style Lid and the Mailbox Style Lid 
and fits perfectly into our new Wall Mount as well as competitors wall mounts!  It can also be 
made in different colors to suit your needs. 
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2 Lid Options Available:
Mailbox Flipper Lid and 

Canteen Style Lid



ReusableContainers
3 GALLON SHARPS

3 GALLON REUSABLE SHARPS

REUSABLE SHARPS WALL MOUNT

Available in Red or White

Will fit in Competitors wall mounts! 

MAILBOX STYLE LID

CANTEEN STYLE LID

Our Canteen Style Lid is unique! 
 With it’s slide on mechanism, it perfectly fits our 

MW Containers2 reusable container.  It has a 
screw on cap that is the only one of it’s 

kind and is 8 times stronger than
 the industry standard for caps.

Our new Wall Mount fits our MW Containers2 reusable 
container, regardless of whether you are using our 

Canteen Style Lid or our Mailbox Flipper Lid!  It is 
sleek, attractive, and exceptionally strong!   

Our Mailbox Style Lid has a slide on 
mechanism and fits our MW Containers2 

reusable container perfectly!  It’s stronger 
than other versions of this style of lid and is 

sturdy and flexible. 
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